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THE  RISE  OF  THE  NEW  HYBORIAN  LEGION,  PART  EIGHT 

 

By Lee A. Breakiron 

 
     As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was 

founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.  

Brian Earl Brown became Official Editor (OE) by 1977 and put in a lot of work guiding the organization, 

though not always competently.  The Mailings at that time were in a real doldrums due to the paucity of 

REH-related content and the lack of any interest by Brown to do anything about it.  In the early 1980s, 

Rusty Burke, Vernon Clark, and Graeme Flanagan started pushing for more Howard-related content, with 

Burke finally wresting away the editorship from Brown, as we saw last time.  By mid-1984, the regular 

membership stood at only 23 and Mailings were down to about 130 pages in length.  Post-Brown Mailings 

were not as big or as prompt as they had been, but were of higher quality in content and appearance, with 

some upswing in REH-related content and marked by more responsive and less contentious administration.  

L. Sprague de Camp, Glenn Lord, Karl Edward Wagner, and Everett Winne were honorary members, and 

copies were being archived at Ranger, Tex., Junior College.    

 

     Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through 

Mailing #175. [2]  Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that 

relevant to Howard.  Here are the highlights of Mailings #71 through #80. 

 

     By Mailing #71 (Sep., 1984), Rick McCollum was often contributing strips of his underground-comic 

graphic art.  In response to critical Mailing Comments by Nancy Collins, Flanagan, and Steve Trout, de 

Camp states in a letter: 

 

… I did not call Howard “crazy.”  I said he was hard to copy because his imitators do not 

suffer “from the fears, hatreds, and obsessions that bedeviled” him.  For the fact that he did 

suffer from these affects [sic] (there’s a fine psychological word!) you will find 

overwhelming evidence in Dark Valley Destiny and in Howard’s writings, notably his 

poems and his letters to Lovecraft. 

 

     True, I once in a careless moment said to a questioner: “we can’t write the way he did 

because we’re not crazy the way he was.”  I used “crazy” (not a proper psychiatric term) 

in the broad popular sense to include any sort of neurosis or eccentricity.  Howard’s kith 

often called him “crazy” in this sense.  A fair treatment of Howard and his writings would 

recognize his great natural talent but at the same time realize that his peculiar mental con- 
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dition, while not the cause of his writing ability, nevertheless strongly affected his writing.  

This is quite usual among writers. (p. 1) 

 

[This mea culpa is too little too late, after the damage has been done, and not explained to anyone but those 

who were in REHupa then.] 

 

     William Fulwiler attributes the PG-rated lightweight but entertaining Conan the Destroyer movie, with 

its toned-down violence and no nudity, to the box office successes of E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial and Return 

of the Jedi, i.e. Hollywood tailoring it to the “lucrative kiddie trade.”  As did the first Conan film, the second 

includes some scenes adapted from REH stories, such as Conan’s fight with the red-cloaked ape-thing from 

“Rogues in the House” and Thoth-Amon’s death or transformation caused by blue beams emitted by the 

Heart of Ahriman, which is taken from the conclusion of The Hour of the Dragon.  Flanagan starts 

presenting a two-part Henry Kuttner bibliography, and reproduces the Howard letter he had bought from 

Emil Petaja, which follows. 
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     Collins concludes her Solomon Kane pastiche, “The Death’s Head Tavern,” begun in Mailing #69.  She 

would revise the story in 2018 on her Patreon.com site.  Burke echoes the majority opinion of the 

membership that occasional use of attributed art in zines is not a copyright violation.  He opines that Robert 

Jordan’s Conan the Unconquered novel is pretty bad, Jordan writing as if his heart isn’t in it.  He also calls 

Conan the Destroyer a stupid film, with weak performances by all.  Bob Barger has a trip report on the 

Chattanooga Deep South Con.  Doug Wirth has a trip report on Vul-Con 11.  Charlie Williams runs a comic 

strip he did parodying the Burke-Brown struggle. 

 

     Mailing #72 (Nov., 1984) sports a cover individually hand-colored and signed by Ned Dameron and 

Wirth, reproduced below.  The loss of members continued, bringing the membership down to 18.  Proposals 

were passed that reduced the copy requirement to 40 and the membership limit to 33.  In a letter, de Camp 

informs us that: 

 

     One of Howard’s sources was “Achmed Abdullah” (Nadir Khan-Romanoffsky, 1881-

1945).  Of Russo-Afghan parentage, Abdullah went to Eton and Oxford, became a British 

subject, and served 17 years in the British Army, from Captain to temporary colonel.  He 

also served a year as a colonel in the Turkish army.  According to him, his adventures out-

Conaned Conan.  Later he moved to the US, sold stories to the slicks, and wrote the movie 

scripts for Fairbanks’s Thief of Baghdad and Gable’s Lives of a Bengal Lancer.  He 

influenced Howard not only through stories and movies but also through a book he wrote 

with T. Compton Pakenham, Dreamers of Empire (1929), which REH owned.  This was a 

set of biographies of Cecil Rhodes, Richard F. Burton, Charles G. Gordon, &c.  Howard, 

who probably got his ideas of Burton from this book, also read some of Burton’s travel 

books. 

 

     Abdullah notes that at 16, Rhodes had decided that “he travels fastest, and farthest, who 

travels alone; that he would never marry …”  Before he went with Novalyne Price, Howard 

excused his lack of girl friends by quoting the lines from Kipling’s The Winners, which 

Abdullah had paraphrased. 

 

     Fulwiler reproduces a Seabury Quinn letter to Petaja, in which Quinn reveals that Weird Tales did not 

return an author’s original manuscript, which explains why such manuscripts do not survive today.  Loay 

Hall comments on a similarity among the mothers of Jack London, H. P. Lovecraft, and REH.  “All three 

mothers, in differing ways, had devastating influences on their literary sons – and greatly scarred their 

personal lives as well.” (p. 1)  [This idea, in Hester Howard’s case, was common at the time, but her star 

was to rise later with better biographical research.  For one thing, REH owed his love of literature and 

poetry in part to Hester’s reading of them to him as a child.]  Burke has a trip report on Roc*Kon 9 in 

Arkansas, including a visit with Karl Edward Wagner.  To de Camp, Burke says: 

 

     As you say, a fair treatment of Howard – of any writer − will recognize the influence of 

his psychological makeup on his writing.  It just strikes me that the view taken of Howard 

to date puts too much emphasis on this.  Howard was not, and likely never would have 

been, a great writer.  But he was a good writer.  His stories are vigorous, possessed of a 

vitality which his imitators (for want of a better word) simply can’t match.  I don’t think 

that’s because of the “obsessions” etc. that “bedeviled” him.  I think it’s more that, 

possessed of the cynicism of the post-WWII age, strongly influenced by the modern image 

of the anti-hero, these writers find it impossible to imbue their stories with the heroic spirit 

of Howard’s best work.  There has been too great a tendency to try to cast Conan et al. as 

antihero, to humanize characters who were intended to be larger-than-life.  I feel it is  
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improper to attempt such a thing.  Leave the character be.  If one’s own sensibilities as a 

writer find flaws or inconsistencies in Conan (for instance), then don’t write about him. 

Create a better one.  Using an already-established character of proven popularity smacks 

of nothing more than crass commercialism, an attempt to trade on the name to sell more 

books than one otherwise might. (p. 5)   

  

[Of course, it was de Camp who started the commercialization of Conan.  Ironically, Conan would later 

come to be regarded as more of an anti-hero than a hero. [3]  And, as previously mentioned, Burke would 

come to regard REH as a great writer, but now thought only Fritz Leiber could be considered a great Sword 

& Sorcery writer.]  Burke adds that:  

 

There is one way, however, I believe REH to be a greater writer than he is acknowledged 

to be: he created Conan, a character who serves as a fine example of the Hero.  I believe 

Conan may well join, for instance, Sherlock Holmes in that category of characters who 

enter the public consciousness while the stories in which they appear, perhaps even their 

authors, do not.  The fact is that, despite the vapidity of the comics and the movies, Conan, 

the character, seems to have caught on in the public imagination. (p. 8) 

 

Also, Burke adjudges that great literature consists of those works likely to survive and be read and cherished 

by generations because they speak to the human spirit and say something to all men, not just to, say, 

academics.  [De Camp agrees in the next Mailing, commenting, “If you wonder whether REH should be 

deemed great, come back in a few centuries to see if people still read him.” (p. 1)  And I predict they will, 

at least because enough people always appreciate a good adventure story.] 

 

     The cover to Mailing #73 (Jan., 1985) is misnumbered #77.  Burke is reelected Official Editor.  Lord 

reports that the first 12 Conan titles in Spanish would be released in Spain by Editions Forum.  He says that 

Post Oaks and Sand Roughs has not been published yet because one of REH’s closest friends had lodged 

an objection to it, since the semi-autobiographical novel by Howard gave details about the friend’s personal 

life that he did not wish to be published.  [It would finally be published in 2019 by the Robert E. Howard 

Foundation.]  Flanagan found Jordan’s Conan the Invincible entertaining, but lacking the vitality of REH’s 

prose.  He said that there was little difference between Conan’s portrayal and any of the ersatz Conans of 

the past couple of decades.  He notes that Richard Matheson had been given a Life Achievement award at 

the World Fantasy Convention, as had de Camp, Jack Vance, E. Hoffmann Price, and Donald Wandrei.  

 

     Trout states, regarding Howard’s suicide, that “maybe he really believed he was going to a better world 

& there was no point in hanging around this one any more.” (p. 2)  New member Fred Cook says he has 

been collecting REH since the early 1950s.  He published the pulp fanzine Bronze Shadows in the 1960s.  

He, Ted Dikty, and Darrell Richardson formed FAX Publications and put out several illustrated collector’s 

editions of REH’s hard-to-find stories, reproducing them as facsimiles of Argosy and Blue Book magazines 

by photographing them with a yellow filter to remove the yellowing of the old pulp pages, hence “FAX.”  

They included Howard stories in Far Below and Other Horrors, a 1974 hardbound anthology, and the 

collected edition hardbacks The Incredible Adventures of Denis Dorgan (1974), The Lost Valley of Iskander 

(1974), The Swords of Shahrazar (1976), Son of the White Wolf (1977), and The Return of Skull-Face 

(1977), the latter completed by Richard Lupoff.  [Cook neglects to mention that he also published a pirated 

edition of Glenn Lord’s Etchings in Ivory (1968), which I spotlighted in my zine The Nemedian Chroniclers 

#25.  And this man had the gall to join REHupa alongside Lord!]  

 

     Vern Clark says to Flanagan, about de Camp’s aspersions on Howard’s mental health: 
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     There are a number of writers who are known to have had mental problems caused by 

their circumstances in life, or their backgrounds.  You can start that list with Poe, Kafka, 

Hemingway, Jack London, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Philip K. Dick, Lafcadio Hearn, Sir Thomas 

Malory, Robert Louis Stevenson, Clark Ashton Smith, Lovecraft, William Blake and even 

Shakespeare!  At one time or even presently many readers and critics have thought these 

guys didn’t have it all together.  Does that stop people from reading their fiction?  All are 

presently in print, and only Clark Ashton Smith is really in danger of going out of print.  

Many things push someone towards expressions of their inner desires and creativity.  I for 

one am glad Robert E. Howard chose to write his hopes/fears/fantasies/dreams in prose 

and verse, and not to burn himself up in the other ways that every person has the capacity 

to waste his creative gifts.  I only sincerely hope that de Camp is remembered for his own 

excellent fiction.  And not as Howard’s Griswold or Bowdler! (pp. 4-5) 

 

And to Barger on the motivations of REH’s suicide, Clark declares: 

 

In a very real sense that act fulfilled Howard’s desire to have a tragic ending.  What can be 

more tragic than the life of a young artist/writer cut short during the height of his creativity! 

Suicide for some is a self-fulfilling destiny for predetermined ends – not necessarily the act 

of a deranged or “crazy” person.  …  Such an act may have distaste for such as ourselves, 

but everyone has a capacity for self-destruction to a degree and given the right emotional/ 

environmental factors could end up like Robert E. Howard. (p. 7) 

 

Later Clark adds, to de Camp: 

 

     Part of why Robert E. Howard developed the problems he had was due to the 

environment which he was raised in and lived [in] as an adult.  I think you would be quite 

a different person yourself if you had to grow up in the rural, backwards Texas of the early 

part of this century, rather than in the more sophisticated Eastern Portion of the US.  A 

sensitive and moody child needs a breadth of activities to occupy them, not a rigid 

worldview imposed by the plain people around him (as in Howard’s case.)  He might have 

been able to overcome the things that drove him to the darker areas of depression if he 

could have gotten out of Texas in his middle twenties, I believe.  But the Great Depression 

put any thoughts he had of going to where he could really pursue his writing were eclipsed 

when he had to start helping his parents financially in a poor rural Texas town during the 

first 3 years of the Great Depression. (p. 15)  

 

Also, to Barger, Clark says: 

 

     I can’t say I care much for either Robert Jordan (who I have had the occasion to talk 

with at a number of conventions, and who I have twice been on panels [with] discussing 

heroic fantasy) or his fiction.  His Conan novels do little to promote the works of REH, and 

when such crap is in print, while other important Howard collections are out of print, just 

seems a waste of the whole thing. (p. 8) 

 

[He is referring to de Camp’s machinations to keep REH’s Conan out of print to stop them from competing 

with the Conan pastiches by himself and others.]  Clark and John Melville present an introduction and index 

to all seven issues of the Strange Tales pulp of the early 1930s. 
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     Burke has an essay, “The Dark Man: Bran Mak Morn and Robert E. Howard,” discussing the character 

and inspiration of that Pictish hero, who is driven by a last glimmer of hope for the survival of his race.       

As a cunning, skilled, and relentlessly savage warrior: 

 

Bran the King, for all the crushing weight of his responsibilities, can completely give 

himself over to Bran the warrior, recklessly daring the odds, willing to set aside even his 

own primal fears of the supernatural in his fierce determination to destroy the legions of 

Imperial Rome.  This Bran exhibits all the heroic qualities of his counterparts in the fiction 

of Robert E. Howard. 

 

     It is the balance struck by these two conflicting forces within the soul of Bran Mak Morn 

that makes him, for me, one of the most intriguing characters in adventure fiction.  In him, 

the restrained calculation of the age-wise king and the impetuous bravery of the youthful 

warrior work together in the hope that not only can doom be forestalled, but glory won, 

both for him and his race.  The cause may be hopeless, but he’ll be damned if he doesn’t 

die trying. 

 

     Ultimately, of course, the race is doomed.  Though Bran successfully stands against the 

Romans, later invasions from Ireland overwhelm the Picts, and they degenerate even 

further into savagery.  By the time of “The Dark Man,” they are a people whispered only 

in legends, tales to frighten children.  Yet the Pictish soul is a spark that will not die, and it 

is still Bran Mak Morn, the Dark Man, who harbors that spark – the Immortal Pict.  

 

     It is clear that Robert E. Howard’s own youthful adventurism was, to some degree, 

stifled by his sense of responsibility toward his family (primarily, of course, his mother).  

In correspondence, he suggests that he is unable to go a-roving as he’d like because he 

must stay and help care for his mother.  His father is often absent, and his rural doctor’s 

salary will not meet her medical expenses, so Bob’s income from writing is essential.  A 

young man who evidently felt things very deeply, he may, in fact, have taken on a greater 

sense of responsibility than was reasonable.  Perhaps he saw himself much as Bran Mak 

Morn, last of a dying breed, beset from all sides by the forces of his instinctive enemy, the 

evil, decadent empire that dominated the world, the curse of Roman “civilization.”  When 

his race seemed finally to have died out, perhaps his only hope was to join them in another 

world, a world which held the promise of glory. (pp. 3-4)  

 

Burke would later write more about Bran Mak Morn in his introduction to Bran Mak Morn: The Last King 

(Wandering Star, 2001).  

 

     For Mailing #74 (Mar., 1985), Clark fills in for Burke.  In a letter, de Camp praises Don Herron’s The 

Dark Barbarian (1984), an anthology of literary criticism of REH, but picks various nits, including Leiber’s 

quoting Wagner’s statement that “I was wrong to derive the background of ‘Beyond the Black River,’ 

‘Wolves Beyond the Border,’ and ‘The Treasure of Tranicos’ (ex-‘The Black Stranger’) from Robert W. 

Chambers’s novels instead of from what REH had heard and read of Texan Indian-fighting days.  Karl is 

wrong.  As we point out in Dark Valley Destiny, the scene of these Howard stories is not Texan but the 

Great North Woods, which Howard had never seen; the place names are slightly modified names of places 

in Upstate New York, where REH had never been but which occur in the Chambers novels; and the name 

of the hero of ‘Wolves beyond the Border’ is taken from that of two families in The Little Red Foot.  The 

Picts’ names are pseudo-Iroquois.  Steve Eng’s Appendix A in The Dark Barbarian lists five Chambers 

novels in REH’s library, including The Little Red Foot.” (p. 1)  De Camp also notes that the scene in 
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“Shadows in the Moonlight,” where Conan challenges and kills the pirate captain, is a replay of Douglas 

Fairbanks, Sr.’s similar scene in the silent movie The Black Pirate (1926). 

 

     Clark presents an index of REHupan contributors by Mailing.  Maureen Campbell has a parody of 

Lovecraft’s fiction entitled “At the Mammaries of Madness.” 

 

     At 322 pages, Mailing #75 (May, 1985) is the second largest Mailing at the time.  De Camp, in a letter 

talking about REH’s sources of people and place names in his fiction, states: 

 

     Another source is two books by Lowell Thomas (1892-1981): With Lawrence in Arabia 

(1924) and Beyond Khyber Pass (1925), both of which Howard owned.  Howard’s Francis 

X. Gordon and Kirby O’Donnell are combinations of Charles (“Chinese”) Gordon and T. 

E. Lawrence, with a touch of Bran Mak Morn.  In the first book, Thomas took Lawrence’s 

self-serving tales of his exploits at face value and promoted him to the leader of the Arab 

revolt against the Turks.  Gifted as Lawrence was, he was but one of several British 

officers, like Richard Meinertzhagen, involved in this enterprise.  Howard drew on 

Thomas, and also on Emil Trinkler’s Through the Heart of Afghanistan, for “Blood of the 

Gods,” “Son of the White Wolf,” and “The People of the Black Circle.”  Thomas’s real 

Wazulis and Irakzai became Howard’s Waziris and Orakzai. 

 

     Fulwiler compares the various versions of REH’s horror story “Pigeons from Hell,” namely the original 

text, the 1961 adaptation for the Boris Karloff-hosted television series Thriller, and the 1981 teleplay 

written for the television series Darkroom by executive producer Peter S. Fischer, but never filmed.  The 

original version Fulwiler calls one of Howard’s best horror stories, “powerfully evoking such basic fears 

as darkness, helplessness, and death.  Like most of his tales, it maintains a frantic pace from beginning to 

end.  Each scene is painted with bold, colorful strokes.” (p. 3) 

 

     In the Thriller version written by John Kneubel, the two young men, originally unrelated, are made into 

brothers, perhaps because of the fear they might otherwise be suspected by viewers of being gay.  The 

character Aunt Celia is eliminated, and the mulatto Joan becomes Eulalie, a white servant girl who is a half-

sister of the four Blassenville sisters.  She transforms herself into a zombie (“zuvembie”), rather than 

morphing Celia into one as vengeance for her mistreatment.   

 

     The conventional response of early 1960’s television to racial issues was simply to 

ignore them altogether.  Hence, the mulatto Joan was changed into the white Eulalie in 

order to eliminate the theme of racial conflict.  This change necessitated the removal of the 

character Aunt Celia from the story.  In Howard’s version, Buckner determines the 

zuvembie’s identity by its race.  If there were two women, both white, who were suspected 

of being the zuvembie, Buckner would have no way of identifying the monster.   

 

     The Darkroom teleplay differs significantly from the previous version.  The character 

John Branner remains unchanged, but Tim Branner becomes Tina Griswell, John’s 

girlfriend.  Sheriff Buckner is now black.  Eulalie, the zuvembie, is now the mulatto half-

sister of the Blassenville sisters.  …   

 
     By changing Eulalie into a mulatto, the Darkroom teleplay reintroduced the theme of 

racial conflict that was removed in the Thriller adaptation.  This change was possible, not 

because the television industry of 1981 was significantly less timid than that of 1961, but 

because by 1981 racial conflict was no longer such a controversial theme. (p. 4) 
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     Trout places two essays, one on REH’s Little People/Children of the Night/Worms of the Earth story 

cycle and another on the O’Donnell/Conrad/Kirowan cycle about supernatural sleuths.  Clark declares that 

Jordan’s Conan pastiches are not interesting because they read like any other run-of-the-mill Sword & 

Sorcery that could just as easily be about Thongor, Brak, or some other fur-clad lout.  “Jordan is a hack, 

who managed to get fantasy novels published because his wife is editor of Tor Books.” (p. 17)  Clark agrees 

with Leiber, and disagrees with de Camp, that the settings of REH’s Pictish Conan tales were derived from 

sources other than Chambers’s novels, since the Picts of Conan’s times are much more like the Indians of 

Mississippi and Alabama than they are like the Iroquois/Huron of upstate New York.  Howard’s family on 

the Ervin side were settlers in northeast Mississippi, where battles between settlers and Creek Indians 

occurred in the early 1800s.  The lowlands of Mississippi and Alabama are also much like the Pictish wilds 

in climate and foliage as described by REH. 

 

     McCollum runs a 16-page fantasy graphic art strip, with an introduction by Clark titled “Rick 

McCollum: Cincinnati Decadent.”  Collins and Mark Kimes both submit essays surveying REH’s Cthulhu-

related and other horror stories.  Burke contributes an essay, “The Old Deserted House: The South of Robert 

E. Howard,” on the use, origins, themes, and psychological significances of images from the American 

South; it would be reprinted in the Burke-edited zine The Dark Man #2.  Burke also comments on REH’s 

humorous yarns, mainly the westerns, and franks a booklet, The Dance in Place Congo, by George 

Washington Cable depicting the life of Southern blacks in the latter part of the 19th century. 

 

     Flanagan submits a list of how much the values of Howard books have escalated.  Clark presents an 

essay, “Warriors of the Glenn [sic; Glen]” on REH’s Pictish tales featuring Bran Mak Morn (reproduced  

later herein).  Clark also reprints a trip report by former REHupan John Melville from the zine Dark Winds 

describing his visits to Pictish sites in Scotland and providing historical background.  Flanagan presents an 

illustrated 56-page 8×5⅝-inch saddle-stapled bio-bibliographical booklet entitled Richard Matheson: He Is 

Legend by Mark Rathbun and himself, cataloging Matheson’s works and containing commentary by Robert 

Bloch, Rathbun, Matheson, Jack Finney, and William F. Nolan. 

 

      In Mailing #76 (July, 1985), de Camp has a letter saying that further sources used by Howard were the 

works of Lewis Spence and René Thévenin for the Atlantis legend and James Churchward for the legend 

of Mu/Lemuria.  Clark reprints Charles Hoffman’s essay “Conan the Existential” from the prozine Ariel #1 

(1976) and comments on it; the latter are reproduced later herein.  Clark also proposes a revision to Joe 

Marek’s timeline for the chronology of the Conan stories.  McCollum runs a 6-page fantasy graphic art 

strip. 

 
     In Mailing #77 (Sep., 1985), de Camp, in a letter, responds to Collins about REH’s virginity or lack 

thereof, stating: “… in Dark Valley Destiny, Catherine and I stated that nobody knows for sure whether 

Howard ever lost his cherry.  Nor is anybody likely to know …  From what evidence we gathered, it seemed 

and still seems strongly probable that he died a virgin.  People brought up on the sexual revolution do not 

realize that in the early decades of this century, millions went through life without committing either 

fornication or adultery and without being sexually abnormal or subnormal.” (p. 1)  [Later opinion has tended 

toward the belief that REH had at least had sex with Mexican prostitutes during his travels [4], and I have 

postulated that there are reasons to think he and Novalyne Price were intimate [5].] 
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     Burke proposes that REHupans celebrate the 50th anniversary of Howard’s death by congregating in or 

near Cross Plains.  He also reaffirms his disagreement with de Camp over whether the settings of REH’s 

“Beyond the Black River,” “Wolves beyond the Border,” and “The Black Stranger” were derived from the 

fiction of Chambers and whether Howard’s Picts were based on Chambers’s Iroquois.  Acknowledging that 

REH had read Chambers, Burke states that:  

 

Howard … must have drawn, not only from his reading, but also from the well of his own 

experiences.  …  [H]e always took these elements and transformed them, made them 

wholly his.  And in doing so, it seems inevitable that the forests he read about were 

transformed in his imagination into the forests he himself had known.  …  

 

 

Booklet by Mark 

Rathbun and 

Graeme Flanagan 

from Mailing #75  
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     The forests and swamps Bob Howard knew were those of East Texas, and perhaps of 

Louisiana, and his imagination would have supplied images of these, not of Chambers’ 

North Woods.  …  As for the Picts being Iroquoian, again, his imagination could have 

easily transformed them into Creeks, Caddo, Natchez, Cherokee, any of dozens of Southern 

tribes with which Howard might be familiar.  Nor can we forget that Howard had a strong 

attachment to his own idea of Picts, and so these were primarily the Picts of his imagination. 

(p. 4) 

 

     Burke has a quote from Gahan Wilson, from his introduction to Black Canaan (Berkley, 1978), about 

the ineffectuality of Conan pasticheurs, which Van Hise mistakenly attributes to Lovecraft ([2], p. 33).  

Wilson extols the qualities “which set Howard apart from the contemporary hacks of his day and which 

continues to set him apart from those hacks contemporary with ourselves who, despite repeated and painful 

exertions, fail so dismally to reachieve something of his spell.  The basic problem with these diligent but 

fundamentally boring scriveners is their externality to their work.  They study, they calculate, they absorb, 

but, in the end, they do not really believe.  The wonders are, for them, forever afar.  Their schemes and 

plots only serve to wall them off from their goal.  They can saw away, prop up, and tinker as they will –

their very own stories are outside them, alien structures, unalive.” (p. 5)  Burke adds: 

 

     Now, I would not go so far as to call some of the Howard pastichers “hacks” (some yes, 

but some no).  Some of these gentlemen, in their own fiction, have given me stories I 

cherish, and read again and again.  Sprague is most certainly one of these.  But none of 

them writes decent Howard.  Sprague has suggested that the big difference is that he is not 

crazy, and it is certainly true that much of Howard’s fiction was driven by his darker 

impulses.  But the big difference, I think, is that Howard wrote viscerally, while the others 

write cerebrally.  Having read Chambers, for instance, Howard was inspired to try his hand 

at “frontier-type” stories.  But he did not sit down and start picking Chambers apart; he did 

not try to write like Chambers, or even about Chambers’ places and characters.  He cribbed 

some names, okay.  But the stories he wrote were very much his own.  They draw upon 

Chambers, it seems likely.  But they draw also upon Howard’s own experiences, upon what 

he knew of “Indian fighting days” from his other reading and stories he’d heard, from the 

whole vast treasure-house of his mind and memory.  In short, they are living products of 

the imagination of Robert E. Howard, not lifeless, bloodless pastiches. (p. 5) 

 

Burke goes on to claim that Hoffman, in his “Conan the Existential,” fails to make a convincing case that 

REH was an existentialist.  He also has a trip report on the North American Science Fiction Convention in 

Dallas.  Lord imparts news about the publication of Marc Cerasini’s lit-crit fanzine Cromlech, Hoffman’s 

Reader’s Guide to Robert E. Howard (Starmont House), and the Spanish zine Berserkr; Robert M. Price’s 

plans to print booklets of unpublished REH material; Donald Grant’s forthcoming printing of his deluxe 

edition of Kull and of Novalyne Price Ellis’s memoir One Who Walked Alone; and the advent of Spanish 

and French paperbacks of REH stories. 

 

     With Mailing #78 (Nov., 1985), Bill Cavalier, later to be a longtime, and the current, Official Editor, 

joins REHupa.  Flanagan notes that REH’s 45-page typescript of “A Witch Shall Be Born” is being 

advertised for sale for $12000 by The Book Sail, an antiquarian bookstore in Orange, Cal., as is a 36-page 

typescript of “The Grey God Passes” for $3500.  [This first-draft typescript of “Witch” would be auctioned 

for $22500 in 2013; it was originally owned by Robert H. Barlow and then by John McLaughlin.]  

McCollum has another installment of his fantasy strip.  Barger reports on his trip to Deep South Con in 

Huntsville, and discusses the life and work of science fiction writer H. Beam Piper.  Collins puts forth an 

essay on female warriors in fantasy fiction and comics.   
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     The Mailing ends with “Gents on the Rampage: A Savage Journey into the Heart of Texas” by Burke 

and Clark, a photo-illustrated zine describing their recent exploratory jaunt to Brownwood and Cross Plains.  

“We chatted for a bit with the folks at Johnson’s [Dry Goods], though.  Let’s just say Howard is no better 

understood today than he was 50 years ago.  Old opinions have a long shelf life here.” (p. 8)  They note that 

the Howard home “looks much the same as it did in Richard Tierney’s photos 20 years ago.” (p. 9; see 

photos below)  Lastly, they stopped by Ranger Junior College to see the REH collection at its library.  It is  
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kept in two locked bookcases and contains Dr. Howard’s copy of A Gent from Bear Creek (Jenkins, 1937), 

recent REH publications, and Mailings that REHupa has been donating [as it would through #84, after 

which they would be donated to Bowling Green State University].   

 

     By Mailing #79 (Jan., 1986), Clark had been elected Official Editor with no opposition.  In a letter, de 

Camp responds to Barger’s essay on Piper with personal experiences dealing with that author.  Lord runs a 

submission list of REH stories that Howard had sent to his friend Tevis Clyde Smith in early 1929 

containing some that have since been lost (see below).  In his first zine, Cavalier introduces himself as a 

serious, longtime REH fan who takes a dim view of any derivations from Howard, such as pastiches and 

comics.  He had already railed against pasticheurs and other merchandizers in a 1981 letter to the zine Amra 

(vol. 2, #70), reproduced later herein.  He reproduces his own art illustrations and mentions that he’s a fan 

of fantasy gaming.  Charlie Williams submits a 28-page graphic art strip, another installment from his 

Gilgamesh epic done in the 1970s. 

 

       Clark, replying to Collins, says: 

 

     Given an Existentialist viewpoint, one can almost rationalize Howard’s act of suicide.  

In Howard’s worldview suffering and death [was] inevitable, and a natural progression of 

life’s course.  Bypass his humour stories, and most of his protagonists are grim figures 

indeed.  Howard’s suicide, considering the often mentioned pre-meditated nature of the 

idea since his teenage years, and the circumstances under which it was precipitated, 

indicate REH’s acceptance of his own death.  Whether this was a rational act, I cannot say 

as I did not know Howard.  But I do not believe it was the act of someone ‘crazy.’ (p. 7) 

 

Regarding the question of whether REH was an existentialist, Clark remarks that Howard rejected most of 

the major belief systems and that characters of his, such as Conan and Kull, made decisions based on their 

own self-reliance, chose to decide their own destiny, and accepted death as the natural ending of existence.  

REH himself, due “to a commitment to his mother made to himself long before his suicide, … stays to help 

care for and support his parents.  Unable to break free from this torment and suffering, depicted often in his 

poetry, he decides early .to utilize suicide as a recourse upon the death of his mother.  Unable and unwilling 

to break the bonds with his mother, as clearly evidenced in de Camp’s chapter on Howard’s relationship 

with Novalyne Price in Dark Valley Destiny, Howard’s final act of suicide is, or can be interpreted as a 

conscious act … and acceptance of death.  If suffering is inevitable, and death the final result of a life lived 

under one’s own terms, then Howard’s suicide in the context of his mother’s impending death is the result 

of a premeditated and rational mind.” (p. 14) 

 

     To David Pettus, Clark states that, while it is unfortunate that no complete collection of REH stories yet 

exists, at least they “now seem assured of remaining in print indefinitely, just as Tolkien’s The Lord of the 

Rings, and Burroughs’ Tarzan and Mars novels.  For packaging the stories, for finding the Howard heirs a 

reliable and loyal literary agent in Glenn Lord, for getting major paperback publication deal twice for the 

Conan series that he put together – L. Sprague de Camp has served the cause well in his own way.  And 

one cannot discount the many and varied other facets of de Camp’s contributions to Howard and epic 

fantasy scholarship since the days of Amra through to the present.  I’m not happy about the fact of the 

difficulty in acquiring the Conan.  But the same time I would not want to change what Sprague has done 

either.  We would be at a loss to try and ever replace all his many contributions.  While we may not agree 

with all he has done in regards to Howard, still he was there first, and put much time and effort when few 

others were interested.  We owe him for that.  And yes, I’ll finally admit that the pastiche has its place, as 

the comics and films in the least attest.  I just wish they were separately published from Howard’s own 

stories.” (p. 13) 
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     Mailing #80 (May/June, 1986) comes out 2 ½ months late, an inauspicious start to Clark’s editorship, 

which would remain rocky throughout his 1-year term.  Clark takes the blame for the delay, but comes 

down hard on the membership for their complacency, lack of interest, small and infrequent zine 

submissions, and dues being in arrears.  Only 11 of the 21-odd members had contributed to 4 out of the last 

7 Mailings.  He arbitrarily declares that the apa would go from a bimonthly to a quarterly schedule for the 

next 4 Mailings; that the page submission requirements would go from 2 to 4 pages minimum; that no late 

zines would be accepted; that all members had to contribute to at least every other Mailing; and that the 

copy count required would be reduced from 40 to 30.  Clark says that he is not going to tolerate slackers, 

and that REHupa was going to die off otherwise.  If the members did not like the temporary changes, they 

could “impeach my ass.  …  Let’s make REHUPA Great once again!” (pp. 3-4) 

 

     Cavalier thinks that Francis X. “El Borak” Gordon is Howard’s most overlooked major character and is 

REH’s most obvious projection of his idealized self into any of his stories, aside maybe from Balthus in 

“Beyond the Black River.”  Kolstad says that pastiches “serve no purpose that I can see, other than to 

pander to Howard starved readers who are willing to pay for second rate regurgitations of their favorite 

hero.  The problem with Howard pastiches is that Howard himself wrote with a vibrant, extremely personal 

style that cannot be emulated by any living writer that I know of.  Now, you take a character like Sherlock 

Holmes and it’s a whole different ballgame, because Doyle was not a poet like Howard, and his writing is 

not imbued with that same indefinable sense of ‘personality,’ for lack of a better word.  Thus someone like 

Nicholas Meyer can write a perfectly good Sherlock Holmes pastiche, and while .it might not be the ‘real’ 

Holmes, it succeeds on its own terms.  I don’t think this is possible with Howard.  He put too much of 

himself into his stories, and the pastiches can only come off looking pale and diluted in comparison.  Robert 

Jordan and company could just as well attempt to pastiche Kafka or Faulkner, which would be no less 

ludicrous.  But of course there wouldn’t be any money to make there …” (p. 3) 

 

     Burke presents plans for his proposed get-together in Cross Plains.  About Lord’s publishing REH’s list 

of story submissions, Burke observes: 

 

It’s especially interesting to see the breakdown by years.  His submissions slowly increased 

from 1921 through ’24, in which he gained his first acceptances, on 3 of his 5 submissions 

– not bad.  In ’25, he stepped up his pace, to 11 submissions, but only 2 were accepted. 

Perhaps that discouraged him a bit, because in ’26 he only submitted 5, and all were 

rejected.  He persevered, though, submitting 9 in ’27, and once again had the majority (6) 

accepted.  Finally, in ’28, as in ’27, he nearly doubled his submissions, to 17.  Though only 

5 found acceptance, his career was poised to take off with the publication of “Red 

Shadows” in ’28, and then of “The Shadow Kingdom” in ’29. (p. 11)  

 

Concerning pastiches, Burke opines:  

 

[T]hey have their place, but that it should be apart from the originals.  I frankly don’t give 

a damn if Sprague, Robert Jordan, et al. make money from their Conan stories (although I 

choose not to bother with them).  I simply maintain that these “pastiche” works have no 

business being included in volumes with Howard’s own work.  Imagine the howl that 

would go up from “Sherlockians,” for instance, if you or I put out a volume of Holmes 

tales in which we had sandwiched a number of our own.  …  Pastiches, I have steadfastly 

maintained, are all right, as long as they are clearly marked as such and not averred to be 

part of the “official canon” of a writer’s work. (p. 15) 

 

     Barger presents the results of his Ego Boo poll of the membership, which show that their opinions favor 

Clark, Burke, and McCollum as the producers of the best zines. 
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TABLE OF REHUPA MAILING MEMBERS (IN JOINING ORDER) AND PAGES 

MAILING #  71  72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80 

Glenn Lord          1             1        4     

Loay H. Hall         3            2               

Terry Dale    21                   

Steve Trout    5    12    9    8      4    1           1 

Robert Barger    4    4        2    8    12    9    4 

William Fulwiler    2    9        6    5      2   

Joe W. Marek        9                            

Rick McCollum    5        1  11  22    6        4      

Lance Kolstad    5       4           3      8 

Maureen Campbell  16    21       

Vernon M. Clark  11       37  18    65  17  33    9  29  

Robert Mancebo    4    2    8     8  22    3  14       4 

Rusty Burke    8  10  18    1  71  28  16    9  10  22 

Graeme Flanagan  14  22      2    9  68    12     9    8     

L. Sprague de Camp    1    1    1    2    2    2    2    2    1  

Charlie Williams    4        3    7    1       30  

Robert Schwartz                      10          

Bob Subiaga, Jr.         7                       

Doug Wirth    9     5          7        5      6 

B. Monde Bourque    2             4          2    2         

John Fontaine    6    1    4  10    8      15         5 

Nancy A. Collins  13    9    2  10  12  13  14  12    4  12 

Fred Cook            2            2                 

David Pettus            4    9    2   19          

Mark Kimes                   8      16  12      11 

Bill Cavalier                    10    6 

OE & Rules Matter    7    4    4    4    5    4    4    2    4  10 

TOTAL incl. Cover(s) 116 107 100 129 322 100 148  74 109  90 

 

     
     So, as we have seen, Rusty Burke’s 2-year tenure heralded a promising new era of increased dedication 

to Howard’s literary legacy, but the endeavor would be temporarily derailed by Vern Clark, who contributed 

to some of the new scholarship involved, but who lacked the administrative skills to helm REHupa as a 

competent Official Editor. 
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VERN  CLARK’S  ESSAY  “WARRIORS  OF  THE  GLEN”  FROM  

MAILING #75 
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VERN  CLARK’S  COMMENTARY  FROM  MAILING  #75  ON  

HOFFMAN’S  “CONAN  THE  EXISTENTIAL” 

 
     While I doubt many of you have philosophical training, whether on a formal or informal basis, Hoffman 

presents enough of a skeletal framework of existentialism for you to grasp the main emphasis of his theory. 

And that is that the essence of Howard’s Conan is that of the free-thinking aesthete.  While Conan does not 

deny the existence of otherworldly powers or deities, by his very actions he (Howard) is able to portray a 

universe were the primal man is triumphant.  No great seer, no sorcerer or magician, Conan is able to project 

his desires and prescience on his world with an impact that little is able to stop!  Above all Conan is master 

of his own destiny!  This is so unlike many other characters is fantasy literature (with the exception of 

Leiber’s Fafhrd & the Gray Mouser) that it helps to explain Howard’s continuing appeal as a writer – 

especially with his most famous character – even nearly fifty years after his suicide . . . 

 

     It has been said in other places that the Lovecraft Mythos appears different in the hands of other writers 

than H.P.L.  This is very true of Howard’s revisionists also.  While maybe not as evident in the solo writings 

of L. Sprague de Camp, the Conan tales of Carter, Offutt, Anderson, Nyberg, and Jordan all suffer from an 

overabundance of plot devices and techniques that betray the intrinsic nature of Howard’s stories of Conan.  

Repeatedly we have read pastiche Conan adventures where Conan is on a quest, or mission controlled by 

some higher order of being.  Where can such be found in the actual stories written by REH?  In my opinion 

this only appears in “The Phoenix on the Sword.”  As this was only the second Conan story that Howard 

wrote out of a total of 26 completed stories and fragments, I think the case generally lies with Conan’s self-

determination carrying the day. 

 

     Unfortunately Hoffman doesn’t trace more examples of Howard’s unconscious use of Existential 

Thought.  Possibly this is due to the fact that most of Howard’s other heroes follow a more romantic 

archetype.  Solomon Kane – the troubled man of God, following the outcast trial of Cain, Bran Mak Morn 

– doomed hero-king of an ancient people, a tale steeped in Norse allegory, King Kull – jaded aesthetic 

decadent romanticist who strays into Gothic realms of horror at times.  All of Howard’s major series 

characters trace this existential aspect though that ultimately reached its peak in Howard’s Conan series. 

They all ultimately are men of their own making, who make and break themselves by their own conscious 

choices when things get rough.  While not anti-heroes in the modern sense of the usage of the word (as it 

traces back to the Gothic villains or early 19th-century horror-romances, nor as it pertains in 'the use of 

contemporary fiction dealing with uncommanding nerds who are unable to cope with their surroundings a 

la Woody Allen) all of Howard’s heroes have an amoral nature that ultimately leads them to determine for 

themselves.  Even when they command men-armies-nations, their goals are always their own!  And yet, 

ultimately, their struggling against hostile, or even evil forces comes to naught.  For each passes on into the 

mists of history, or pre-history as outlined in the pages of Howard’s “The Hyborian Age.”  For each will 

die, and the absurd world passes on to the next generation . . . 
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BILL  CAVALIER’S  LETTER  TO  AMRA,  VOL. 2,  #70,  pp.  37-38  (1980) 
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JENKINS  GENT  RESOLD 
 

     The eighteenth and latest known copy of REH’s The Gent from Bear Creek (1937), which had been sold 

on eBay by the British Heart Foundation bookstore to the Texas bookdealer Terence McVicker for $5500 

in November, 2017, was resold in August, 2019, to an undisclosed buyer for slightly under the asking price 

of $7500.  It is in “good” condition in a facsimile dustjacket.  Since the seventeenth copy, which I own, was 

also originally sold by the British Heart Foundation bookstore, UK bibliophile and former REHupan Danny 

Street suspects that these books might be coming from a cache either of old lending library remainders or 

clear-outs from the closed Herbert Jenkins headquarters in the 1960s. 
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